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Verse 1 

hey your the only one I want tonight 
Your style of dance and look you are my type 
Cause am gonna make sure i do this right dont know
why I want to try. 
maybe baby you would like to join my team 
and we will see that we make the perfect pair 
if you want to we could go anywhere 
its no fantsy just come and speak to me 

Bridge 

you are the one made for me this is why why why That 

Chorus 

I wanna kiss you I wanna kiss you got nothing to lo-lose 
That I I will Ki Ki Kiss you no no Time for giving up 
I I I I will Ki Ki Kiss you no no no time for giving up up 

Verse 2 
Oh now I could do with you company ne ne think of a
way 
to entertain me when there is only one of you and one
of 
me me me maybe baby you would like show you care 
and we will see if I can take you there if you want to we 
could go anywhere its no fantsy just come and Kiss me.

Bridge 

you are the one made for me this is why why why That 

Chorus 2 

I wanna kiss you I wanna kiss you got nothing to lo-lose 
that 
I wanna kiss you I wanna kiss you got nothing to lo-lose 
That I I will Ki Ki Kiss you no no Time for giving up 
I I I I will Ki Ki Kiss you no no no time for giving up up 
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Midle Break 

Do you see the signal am sending to you. 
You must know I really like you and I dont want to share
I want you all to myself 
Crazy as it may seem I want to stay closer and close to
you and no other 
and I will not let anybody come inbetween us inbetween
us us.
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